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Mimicry is considered a classic example of the elaborate adaptations that natu-

ral selection can produce, yet often similarity between Batesian (harmless)

mimics and their unpalatable models is far from perfect. Variation in mimetic

accuracy is a puzzle, as natural selection should favour mimics that are hardest

to distinguish from their models. Numerous hypotheses exist to explain the

persistence of inaccurate mimics, but most have rarely or never been tested

against empirical observations from wild populations. One reason for this is

the difficulty in measuring pattern similarity, a key aspect of mimicry. Here,

we use a recently developed method, based on the distance transform of

binary images, to quantify pattern similarity both within and among species

for a group of hoverflies and their hymenopteran models. This allowed us to

test three key hypotheses regarding inaccurate mimicry. Firstly, we tested

the prediction that selection should be more relaxed in less accurate mimics,

but found that levels of phenotypic variation are similar across most hoverfly

species. Secondly, we found no evidence that mimics have to compromise

between accuracy to multiple model species. However, we did find that

darker-coloured hoverflies are less accurate mimics, which could lead to a

trade-off between mimicry and thermoregulation in temperate regions.

Our results shed light on a classic problem concerning the limitations of

natural selection.
1. Introduction
Charles Darwin regarded mimicry as a beautiful example of the extreme results of

natural selection ([1], p. 392), and the topic has since been well studied as a power-

ful and conspicuous demonstration of the evolution of phenotypes [2]. Batesian

mimics are harmless organisms that resemble a more dangerous ‘model’ in

order to deceive potential predators [3], and while some show an astonishing

level of similarity to their models, others bear only a passing resemblance. Both

theory [4] and experiments [5–7] show that, in practical terms, mimicry is a

continuum rather than a simple binary category: inaccurate mimics are attacked

less frequently than non-mimics, but more often than more accurate ones (but

see [8,9]). We would, therefore, expect the most accurate mimics in a population

to have the highest fitness, and that natural selection should drive ever-increasing

perfection in resemblance to the model. Contrary to this prediction, there are

many examples, including some snakes [10], spiders [11], and hoverflies [12],

that seem far from accurate in their mimicry. By exploring this discrepancy

between expectation and observation, the study of inaccurate Batesian mimicry

provides an excellent opportunity to develop a better understanding of the

ecological forces which determine the evolution of phenotypes.

There is no shortage of hypotheses proposed to address the existence of

inaccurate mimicry, and these have been well reviewed elsewhere [2,13–15].

Here, we test some of the key hypotheses using hoverflies (Diptera: Syrphidae)

as our study organisms, but the hypotheses are equally relevant to other groups

of mimics. Hoverflies have been a major focus for studies of inaccurate mimicry,

as the taxon comprises a large number of species, many of which are abundant
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and widespread, ranging from non-mimetic to highly accurate

mimics of various hymenopteran models, with a wide range of

inaccurate mimics in between [12,15]. Hoverflies overlap their

models extensively in space (with models such as Apis mellifera
and Vespula vulgaris being widespread in the Palearctic), and

also in time. Most species of hoverfly first emerge between

March and May and remain active until at least September

[16], with workers of social Hymenoptera generally reaching

peak abundance in July/August [17].

Theoretical explanations for inaccurate Batesian mimicry

have produced a number of testable predictions about vari-

ation within and among mimetic species. An important

group of predictions centre on the cognition and behaviour

of the predator, which can be modelled using signal detection

theory [4]. This assumes that predators receive information

from signals subject to noise, and therefore, uncertainty.

Signal detection theory suggests that, past a certain minimum

level of similarity, further improvements in mimetic accuracy

provide very little decrease in predation risk [18]. Mimics that

have reached this critical level of similarity will, therefore,

experience relaxed selection. From this, Holloway et al. [19]

make the prediction that more accurate mimics should

show greater phenotypic variation. They suggest that less

accurate mimics are under strong selection but lack the gen-

etic variation to evolve closer similarity to the model, and

hence have low phenotypic variation.

However, alternative predictions arise if we consider that

mimic species may not all be equally attractive to predators.

The threshold similarity level described above, beyond which

selection is relaxed [18], depends on what has been described

as the ‘incentive to attack’ [20]. A predator is less likely to

risk an attack with an uncertain outcome if the cost of attacking

a model is high relative to the benefit of consuming a mimic, or

if the abundance of models is high relative to the mimics. One

possible cause of low incentive to attack is given by Penney

et al. [21], who argue that smaller mimics have a lower calorific

value to the predator, resulting in a low incentive to attack, and

hence favouring relatively imperfect mimicry in smaller

species. Regardless of the exact reasons behind the costs and

benefits to a predator, if a certain group of mimics offer a low

incentive to attack, they are predicted to be under relatively

relaxed selection by predators compared with other species,

and may therefore show greater phenotypic variability.

We must also consider that predators may be influenced by

more than one model phenotype. Mathematical models predict

that mimics with an intermediate similarity to several model

species can be better protected than an accurate mimic of a

single model species [14,18], and thus increasing similarity to

one model might come at the cost of lower accuracy to another.

It is highly likely that predators will encounter more than one

model species in their foraging, but the extent to which this

influences inaccurate mimicry is not known [14,15].

Finally, if selective pressures other than those imposed by

predators influence the mimic’s appearance, then inaccurate

mimics could represent a trade-off between such opposing

pressures. For example, increasing similarity to the model

may come with a physiological cost, such as reduced ability

to regulate temperature. Hoverfly colour patterns are known

to vary with temperature both seasonally and geographically

[22], and this variation is thought to confer a survival advan-

tage in response to differing thermoregulatory constraints

[23]. In temperate climates, darker coloured insects are able

to warm up more quickly [24,25], and thus improve
performance in areas such as flight activity [26]. It is highly

plausible that such a mechanism underlies colour variation

in hoverflies. However, to our knowledge, the effect of this

variation on mimetic accuracy has never been assessed. We

would expect to see a conflict in temperate regions between

the bright colours required for mimicry and dark colours that

allow effective temperature regulation.

Among the wealth of theories which seek to explain

inaccurate mimicry, most have been studied through

mathematical modelling or abstract experiments [2,13]. Only

recently has attention turned to a broader perspective of testing

the various hypotheses against each other in real systems,

which is the only way in which the relative merits of the differ-

ent hypotheses can be accurately assessed. Penney et al. [21]

carried out a comparative study of 38 hoverfly species, along

with 10 putative models, using both morphological data and

human judgement to measure degree of similarity. They

found evidence that inaccurate mimics are not just artefacts of

human perception, and suggested that no species are inter-

mediate between several models. However, they found a

positive relationship between size and mimetic accuracy,

which they interpret as evidence for the relaxed selection

theory, suggesting that larger hoverflies are more valuable

prey and, therefore, under stronger selective pressure.

Another comparative study by Holloway et al. [19] inves-

tigated the levels of phenotypic variation in a number of

hoverfly and wasp species. They used rankings of mimetic

accuracy as calculated from behavioural responses of pigeons

recorded in Dittrich et al. [6], and were consequently limited

to the few species used in the pigeon study. Holloway et al.
[19] found high levels of variation in many species, giving

no indication that a lack of genetic variation was limiting

the evolution of accuracy. They did not find a clear trend

between mimetic accuracy and phenotypic variation,

although particularly high variation in the model species

and one accurate mimic, Temnostoma vespiforme, led them to

conclude that relaxed selection may be acting in those cases.

The few empirical studies which have attempted to test pre-

dictions about variation in mimetic accuracy have been

constrained by the difficulties of generating effective measures

of similarity between mimics and their models. It is possible

to use predator behaviour to rank similarity (e.g. [6]), but

this approach becomes prohibitively expensive if applied to

large numbers of specimens, and so in large-scale studies, a

mathematical similarity measure is essential. For example,

Holloway et al. [19] characterized mimic phenotype simply

using the proportion of yellow versus black on two tergites

of the abdomen. The descriptors that Penney et al. [21] used

to create a multivariate measure of mimetic accuracy included

morphometric data (e.g. antenna length, thorax width, wing

length) as well as some summary variables relating to the

abdominal pattern (e.g. mean red–green–blue values,

number of stripes), but very little about the pattern itself.

Recently, we have developed a new objective measure of

mimetic accuracy by comparing entire abdominal patterns

using the distance transform method [27]. This method is not

intended as a faithful representation of a potential predator’s

cognitive processes, which in any case are not currently known,

but as an objective means of capturing detailed information

about pattern variation, beyond simple summary measures

such as colour proportions. Nonetheless, our method provides

a measure of mimetic accuracy much closer to human

and avian estimates than previous empirical measures, even

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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without the inclusion of any morphometric data [27]. In this

study, we use this new methodology to characterize the mimetic

patterns of hoverflies in detail, and to test some of the predic-

tions which have emerged from theoretical work. We plot a

large number of model and mimic individuals in ‘similarity

space’, giving a picture not only of how species compare with

one another in appearance, but also of the variation within

species. We then test four predictions associated with three

theoretical explanations for the existence of inaccurate mimicry:

1. Relaxed selection

(a) Lack of genetic variation. Less accurate mimics are under

strong selection but lack the genetic variation to evolve

increased accuracy; more accurate mimic species experi-

ence relaxed selection and thus have higher levels of

phenotypic variation.

(b) Incentive to attack. Less accurate mimic species have

higher levels of phenotypic variation as they provide

a lower incentive to attack and are under more relaxed

selection.

2. Multiple models. Increasing accuracy to one model

decreases accuracy to others; inaccurate mimics represent

a compromise between two or more model phenotypes.

3. Thermoregulation. Less accurate mimics have more black

in their pattern and hence will be better able to regulate

their temperature; there is a trade-off between accurate

mimicry and effective thermoregulation.

2. Material and methods
Image processing and dissimilarity calculations were carried out in

MATLAB [28]. Statistical analyses were carried out in R v. 3.0.3 [29].

(a) Specimens
Insects were collected using a hand net from wild communities

in Nottinghamshire, UK (particularly the Attenborough Nature

Reserve) and surrounding areas, during May to October in the

years 2012–2014. See electronic supplementary material, table

S1 for full details of sampling sites. Target insects were any

hoverflies or stinging Hymenoptera bearing a two-colour pattern

(usually black and yellow; see example images in electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S1), but excluding bumblebees and

their putative mimics, which are notably much hairier than the

other taxa encountered (making automated characterization of

the abdominal pattern difficult), and which are very likely part

of a different mimicry ring [15]. We follow other studies such

as Penney et al. [21] in excluding male Hymenoptera from the

analysis as, not having a sting, their status as models is debatable

(they may still be unpalatable to predators due to other factors

[5]). Males are also of much lower abundance than females for

most of the year, and thus only five specimens were excluded

from this study. A total of 954 individuals were identified to

species level and sexed using relevant keys [16,17,30].

Specimens were euthanized by freezing, and their legs

and wings pinned out to the sides when necessary to give a clear

view of the abdomen. They were then placed inside a home-made

‘photo studio’—a white 30 � 18� 10 cm open topped box.

A 5 mm scale bar was placed near to the insect. Specimens were

photographed from above with a Canon 600D DSLR camera and

Tamron 90 mm macro lens under natural outdoor light conditions,

in the shade. This method resulted in images that were evenly lit

and free from strong reflections or glare. While natural weather vari-

ation did lead to some changes in brightness from image to image,

this did not affect the analysis because patterns were converted to

binary form before comparison (see ‘image processing’).
(b) Image processing
Images were rotated, cropped, and rescaled to a standard align-

ment, and an algorithm was applied to remove noise and sharpen

edges. An edge detection algorithm was used to find the outline

of the abdomen. In some cases, a rough outline was drawn manu-

ally and passed to the algorithm as a starting point, to fix cases

where the outline was difficult to detect against the background.

The abdomen was automatically segmented into two colour

regions (typically black and yellow/orange). Some images (129

out of 954) did not produce clear segmentations, often due to

fading of the colours after death (C Taylor 2012, personal obser-

vation) and were discarded from further analyses. To quantify

the colour proportions in the pattern, we calculated the proportion

of pixels within the abdominal image that were classified as ‘black’

(i.e. the darker of the two segments) after segmentation.

See electronic supplementary material, Text and figure S2, for

more detail on the image processing.

(c) Mimetic accuracy
We calculated dissimilarity values for all possible pairings of

images within the dataset using the distance transform method

[27]. Optimization of the method used translation and scaling

in the vertical direction to account for any slight misalignment

of the patterns. For some subsequent figures and analyses, it is

more intuitive to work with measures of mimetic accuracy than

with dissimilarity. To make the conversion, we used the formula

A ¼ 1 2 (D/Dmax), where A is mimetic accuracy, D is dissimilar-

ity, and Dmax is the largest dissimilarity value between any two

individuals in the overall dataset. This scales mimetic accuracy to

run from a minimum of 0 (defined by this particular dataset) to a

maximum of 1 (independent of the dataset 2 identical images).

For each individual mimic, we calculated the mean similarity

with respect to all individuals of a given model species, to give

a measure of mimetic accuracy to that model.

We first tested for sexual dimorphism in the hoverfly species, as

males and females may have different levels of mimetic accuracy, or

might even resemble different models. For example, it has been

suggested that female Eristalis arbustorum are bee mimics, while

the males mimic wasps [31]. For each mimic species in our dataset

for which we have data on at least three males and three females,

we tested for dimorphism in both size and pattern. For size, we car-

ried out a Wilcoxon’s two-sample test on thorax width data. For

pattern, we used distance-based multivariate analysis [32,33] car-

ried out in the program DISTLM5. This allows the equivalent of

ANOVA to be carried out directly on distance (dissimilarity) data

rather than having to ordinate the data first. Species were con-

sidered dimorphic if p , 0.05 for either of the above tests, in

which case the sexes were treated separately in all subsequent ana-

lyses. For species where p . 0.05 for both size and pattern, and

those with fewer than three individuals in one or other sex, data

from males and females were pooled in subsequent analyses. We

refer to these groupings as ‘species or sex units’, or SSUs.

The mimetic accuracy for an SSU was calculated as the mean

of the individual values of mimetic accuracy within that SSU,

again for each model species separately. We then assigned each

SSU a ‘best’ model, being the potential model for which it has

the highest mean accuracy value. Four species of Hymenoptera

were treated as the candidate models of the sampled community

(electronic supplementary material, figure S1), being the only

potential models that were common in our samples (N . 3):

V. vulgaris (common wasp), V. germanica (German wasp),

V. crabro (hornet), and A. mellifera (honeybee). We know from

both theory [34] and experiments [35] that a model’s importance

in shaping predator behaviour increases with its abundance, and

therefore, we have excluded eight low-abundance (N � 3) model

species from the main analysis. However, we did also repeat our

analysis including these rarer model species (see electronic

supplementary material, Text).

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(i) Relaxed selection
To quantify variation within SSUs, we first ordinated the dissim-

ilarity data by using Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) [36].

We chose this method of ordination, as opposed to non-metric

multidimensional scaling, as we considered it important to use

a method in which the resulting inter-point distances would be

linearly related to the original distance matrix. We did this in

order to preserve the magnitude of the variation in the dataset,

despite the fact that PCoA assumes that distances between indi-

viduals are metric (that is, they obey the triangle inequality),

which is not always the case when using distances generated

by the distance transform method [27].

On the basis of a scree plot, we chose the first four dimen-

sions of the PCoA as the best representation of the data. Using

these four dimensions, we calculated the centroid for each SSU,

and then the distance, z, of each individual to its corresponding

centroid. The mean of a group’s z values provides a measure of

within-group variability [33].

When testing the relationship between mimetic accuracy and

within-taxon variability in accuracy, using raw similarity values

as a measure of mimetic accuracy is not appropriate. If a model

and mimic species overlap in phenotypic space, we risk creating

a circular argument. Mimics that are more variable will inevitably

show lower accuracy, as a greater spread in phenotypic space

will lead to larger distances (on average) to the model phenotype.

For this test, therefore, we used a different measure of mimetic

accuracy that is not affected by the phenotypic variability. After

ordination using PCoA, we calculated centroid points for mimic

and model species and defined (in)accuracy as the distance from

a mimic’s centroid to the closest model centroid.

To test for an influence of mimetic accuracy on within-taxon

variability, we ran a generalized least-squares model (GLS) [37]

in the R package ‘ape’ v. 3.1-1 [38]. GLS is equivalent to a general

linear model, but with the inclusion of a correlation matrix derived

from the species’ phylogeny to control for relatedness among

species. We used mean z value for an SSU as the response and

mean mimetic accuracy and mean thorax width (plus their inter-

action) as predictors. Thorax width was included in the model as

a proxy for size [39], because Penney et al. [21] argued that larger

hoverflies should offer a larger ‘incentive to attack’ due to their

greater nutritional value. The width of the thorax at the base of

the wings was measured in IMAGEJ [40] using the unprocessed

images, using the 5 mm bar in each image to set the scale. Note

that in the early stages of the project, photographs did not include

a scale bar, and therefore, in some cases (e.g. electronic supplemen-

tary material, table S2) samples for size measurements are smaller

than for other measures such as pattern.

We tested the model under two different evolutionary scen-

arios: Brownian motion (BM) evolution and Ornstein–Uhlenbeck

(OU) evolution (similar to BM, but traits are constrained towards

an ‘optimum’ value). These different scenarios were represented

by two different correlation matrices passed to the GLS model, cal-

culated from a composite phylogeny (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3) based on information from Rotheray and

Gilbert [41], and Ståhls et al. [42]. For both females and males, the

OU evolutionary model was found to be a significantly better fit

to the data (females: likelihood ratio (LR)¼ 11.71, p ¼ 0.0006;

males: LR¼ 6.10, p ¼ 0.014; both d.f. ¼ 1) and was used for sub-

sequent analysis. We then used backwards stepwise model

simplification with likelihood ratio tests to find the minimum ade-

quate model. In order to allow for sexual dimorphism, we

conducted two separate analyses, one with data from only female

individuals and the other with only males.
(ii) Multiple models
To test for a potential trade-off in similarity to multiple models, we

tested within SSUs for correlation (using Pearson’s r) in mimetic
accuracy towards the four main model species. A negative corre-

lation would imply that, for a given SSU, increasing similarity to

one model comes at the cost of decreased similarity to another.

We tested all SSUs for which we had data on at least six individuals.

(iii) Thermoregulation
We tested for a trade-off between accuracy and the extent of black in

the pattern (proportion black) using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo

generalized linear mixed model, implemented in the R package

‘MCMCglmm’ [43]. Again, this method allowed us to control for

phylogenetic relatedness among species. Accuracy of individual

mimics to their closest model was the response variable, logit trans-

formed for normality of residuals. Fixed effects were the proportion

black, thorax width, sex, and season, along with all two-way inter-

actions. Thorax width was included as a proxy for size (see above),

which can have a major impact on thermoregulation [44]. Season

was included because selection on thermoregulation may vary

according to the time of year. We categorized season as ‘early’

(to 8 August) or ‘late’ (9 August onwards) splitting at the date of

the median sample, which also fell roughly halfway between

the first and last sampling days. We also conducted a more complex

analysis in which time of year was treated as a continuous

variable, including a quadratic term, which gave very similar

results. Species was included as a random effect, and we calculated

a covariance structure for the random effect based on the phylo-

genetic tree (electronic supplementary material, figure S3; also see

‘relaxed selection’ above). We used backwards stepwise model

simplification based on p-values to find the minimum adequate

model. Note that in figure 2, proportion black and thorax width

are binned for ease of interpretation, but they were treated as

continuous in the analysis.
3. Results
We examined pattern similarity among 697 hoverfly (54

species) and 128 hymenopteran individuals (12 species). We

found evidence for size dimorphism in seven of the mimic

species in our dataset, and for pattern dimorphism in a

further 11 (electronic supplementary material, table S2),

giving a total of 72 SSUs. Compared against the four most

abundant species of Hymenoptera from our samples, 51

SSUs were classed as mimics of V. vulgaris, 11 of A. mellifera,

7 of Vespa crabro, and 3 of V. germanica. The level of mimetic

accuracy to the assigned model varied from 0.55 to 0.87

(electronic supplementary material, table S3, figure S4).

(a) Relaxed selection
If inaccurate mimics have insufficient genetic variation to reach

a level of protection at which selection becomes relaxed, we

predict a positive correlation between pattern variability

within species and similarity to the model. Alternatively, if

less accurate mimic species provide a low incentive for preda-

tors to attack, for example because of a low calorific value, we

predict a negative correlation. However, after controlling for

shared ancestry, phenotypic variability was not significantly

associated with either mimetic accuracy or body size (thorax

width) in either males or females (table 1 and figure 1; see

also electronic supplementary material, table S4).

(b) Multiple models
If mimetic accuracy is limited by a trade-off among similarities

to several models, we predict that similarity to different model

species should be negatively correlated. However, almost all

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. GLS models of within-species variability. The contribution of each
predictor to the model was assessed using a likelihood ratio test. All tests
had Dd.f. ¼ 1. Sample size was 32 for females and 34 for males.

predictor likelihood ratio p-value

female

accuracy : size 0.1 0.748

accuracy 0.82 0.365

size 1.09 0.296

male

accuracy : size 0.63 0.427

accuracy 0.87 0.350

size 0.73 0.392
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Figure 1. The relationship between pattern variability (mean z value) of an
SSU and its mimetic accuracy.
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Figure 2. The effect of colour ratio on mimetic accuracy. Hoverfly individuals
have been binned into three size categories in equal proportions: small
(thorax up to 2.5 mm wide; solid line), medium (2.6 to 3.8 mm; dashed
line), and large (3.9 mm or more; dotted line), and five colour categories
(up to 52% black, 53 – 59% black, 60 – 66% black, 67 – 74% black, and
75% or more black). Error bars show +standard error (s.e.). Note truncation
of the y-axis.
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SSUs show either a significant positive correlation or no signifi-

cant correlation among similarity values to the four main

model species (electronic supplementary material, table S5).

There was only one negative correlation with p , 0.05: in

males of Syrphus ribesii, accuracy to A. mellifera was negatively

correlated with accuracy to Vespa crabro (r ¼ 20.56, p ¼ 0.009,

N ¼ 21). Under the null hypothesis, if all tests were indepen-

dent, we would expect 10 negative correlations through type

I error on average.

(c) Thermoregulation
If mimetic accuracy is limited by a trade-off with thermoregula-

tion, we predict a negative correlation between similarity to the

model and the proportion of the pattern that is black. Having

controlled for shared ancestry, there is a significant negative

interaction between proportion black and thorax width ( p ¼
0.040; table 2). When combined with the other estimated coeffi-

cients (table 2) this indicates that those mimics with a greater

proportion of black on their abdomen tend to be less accurate

to their model, and that this trend is particularly strong in

larger mimics (figure 2). There is a significant effect of sex,

with females in general being more accurate ( p , 0.001). In

addition, both proportion black ( p , 0.001) and thorax width

( p , 0.001) interact with sex, with females showing a weaker

version of the trend described above. These trends observed

in colour, size, and sex are evident even having accounted for

seasonal differences in mimetic accuracy (table 2 and figure 2;

see also electronic supplementary material, tables S6–S7 and

figure S5).
4. Discussion
By comparing colour patterns using the distance transform

method [27], we have been able to quantify in detail the

mimetic relationships in a community of insects, including

variation both within and among species. The lack of a trend

between accuracy and phenotypic variation suggests that inac-

curate mimics are not accounted for by the fact that they have

not been able to evolve to the point of maximum protection

(Prediction 1a) or by relaxed selection caused by a reduced

incentive of predators to attack (Prediction 1b). Rather, the

data suggest that inaccurate phenotypes represent the result

of a trade-off between opposing selective pressures. A trade-

off caused by selection for similarity to multiple models
(Prediction 2) is not supported, but the results point towards

a hitherto unexplored role for thermoregulation in limiting

the adaptive value of increased accuracy (Prediction 3).

The absence of a trend in phenotypic variation with

mimetic accuracy and the relatively high levels of phenotypic

variation are broadly in line with the results from Holloway

et al. [19]. Therefore, it seems unlikely that inaccurate

mimics are limited by a lack of genetic variation. We cannot

tell from these data how much of the variation is heritable;

at least some will be attributable to measurement error, and

some to phenotypic plasticity, as (for example) adult patterns

are known to change with the temperature experienced by

the puparium [45]. However, the few studies of the genetic

component of pattern variation in hoverfly species found a

high level of heritability in those cases [46,47].

The relaxed selection hypothesis predicts that, above a cer-

tain level of similarity, any further improvements in mimetic

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 2. MCMCglmm model of mimetic accuracy. Accuracy was logit
transformed for normality. SSU was included as a random effect, with a
variance structure that accounts for phylogenetic relatedness. Backwards
model selection was used on the basis of the p-values. Posterior means are
quoted for coefficients of all predictors present in the minimum adequate
model. All factors have d.f. ¼ 1, N ¼ 638.

predictor posterior mean pMCMC

intercept 1.34 ,0.001

proportion black 0.158 0.614

thorax width 0.052 0.434

sex (F) 0.426 ,0.001

season (late) 20.090 0.066

proportion black: thorax width 20.204 0.040

proportion black: sex (F) 0.396 ,0.001

thorax width: sex (F) 20.188 ,0.001

sex (F): season (late) 0.053 0.030

thorax width: season (late) 0.045 ,0.001

proportion black: season (late) 0.104
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accuracy are selectively neutral [18]. Penney et al. [21] found a

correlation between size and morphometric similarity to the

model, and argued that smaller prey items are less valuable,

and so relaxed selection allows the persistence of inaccurate

mimicry in smaller hoverflies. However, a predator’s optimal

diet depends not only on the calorific value of the prey but

also on search and handling times [48], and it is not clear

whether large hoverflies provide the best trade-off in that

regard. Furthermore, although Penney et al. [21] found that

larger hoverflies tend to be more similar to their models in

terms of morphology, our results reveal a more complicated

relationship between pattern similarity and size. There is no

direct effect of size on accuracy (table 2) although there is an

interaction with the colour proportions of the abdomen (see

below), and in the case of males, the smallest are indeed the

least accurate (figure 2). Most importantly though, our data

show no association between phenotypic variation and either

size or mimetic accuracy. While our results do not rule out

the possibility that selection on mimicry in hoverflies may be

relaxed, they do show that relaxed selection is not connected

with a species’ level of mimetic accuracy or its size, and thus

cannot provide an explanation for the observed variation in

mimetic accuracy.

We are left with the likely explanation that there is some

kind of opposing selective pressure that is balanced against

the advantage of increased mimetic accuracy. The multiple

models hypothesis provides one possibility. In terms of

shape, hoverflies are clearly distinct from Hymenoptera, with

none occupying phenotypes intermediate to two or more

model species [21]. In terms of pattern, the distinction is less

clear. After ordination in two-dimensional space, there are a

large number of hoverfly individuals that, for example,

occupy the space in between A. mellifera and Vespula spp. (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S4), but distinguishing

an adaptive explanation from random placement is difficult.

Crucially, for each species of mimic, there is either no corre-

lation or a positive correlation among similarity values to

each potential model species. This implies that, at least in
terms of pattern, there is no multi-model trade-off: assuming

the observed variation has an underlying genetic component,

it would be possible for each mimic to improve its similarity

to one or more models without compromising similarity to

others. We cannot rule out multiple models having an influ-

ence on the phenotype of a mimic, but we can conclude that

the multiple models hypothesis is not sufficient to explain

the observed levels of inaccuracy.

By contrast, a trade-off between mimicry and thermoregu-

lation is consistent with our data. Hoverflies maintain a

temperature excess (a body temperature above that of the sur-

rounding air) through a combination of basking and shivering

[49]. Darker coloured insects absorb more solar radiation, and

therefore, can heat up more rapidly [24,25], so we expect darker

hoverflies to be at a fitness advantage in cooler conditions.

More rapid temperature gain during basking will reduce the

opportunity cost of thermoregulation as well as possibly redu-

cing predation risk. In support of this, a number of hoverfly

species have been found to show seasonal variation in their

colour patterns, with darker morphs being more common out-

side the summer months [45], which is thought to have an

adaptive function in relation to temperature regulation [23].

However, the results of our study show that the thermore-

gulatory benefits of darker patterns will also likely be

associated with a reduction in mimetic accuracy. To be a perfect

mimic of V. vulgaris, the most abundant model in our samples

would require the amount of black on the abdomen to be lim-

ited to 51%, but almost all hoverflies surveyed were above

this value (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Apose-

matic signals are known to constrain temperature regulation, as

observed in the moth Parasemia plantagenis [50]. Moths with

more black on their body were able to warm up more quickly,

but suffered increased predation due to a less effective warning

signal. Thus, it is highly plausible that hoverfly colour patterns

are constrained by their thermoregulation function. By contrast,

wasp abdominal patterns are likely to be less constrained, as

they do not rely much on basking for thermoregulation; social

wasps achieve a high temperature excess through endothermy

before they even leave their nest [51].

Interestingly, we find that the constraint on the colour pat-

tern seems to be stronger in larger individuals, as revealed by

the significant interaction between the proportion black and

size. Larger insects are able to maintain a higher temperature

relative to the ambient, but have slower heating rates [52].

Thus, any differences in rates of warming caused by colour

are likely to have a greater effect on fitness in larger than in

smaller insects, the latter being unable to depart far from ambi-

ent temperature and so rates of warming are less likely to be a

relevant factor. Indeed, both theoretical predictions [44] and

physical models [53] have shown that colour should have a

greater effect on temperature in larger organisms.

We also show that female hoverflies tend to be significantly

better mimics than males, suggesting that the evolutionary

pressures experienced by the sexes on their appearance are

different. A similar observation has been made in butterflies,

with females of some species being closer in colour to their

models than males [54,55], and many others in which mimicry

is entirely restricted to the females [56]. A number of reasons

have been suggested to explain those differences, including

increased vulnerability of females to predators [57], conflict

with intra-sexual signalling in males [58], and facilitating

species recognition during mating [55]. These possibilities

merit further investigation in hoverflies.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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An alternative explanation that is consistent with a trade-

off between accuracy and colour ratio could be that darker

patterns are more cryptic to predators. It is possible that, as

well as affecting mimetic accuracy and thermoregulation,

the abdominal colour ratio may also affect the conspicuous-

ness of the pattern. This potential explanation has received

little attention in the literature, but it seems likely that, due

to their high levels of activity, hoverflies are conspicuous

regardless of their exact colour pattern. Even non-mimetic

hoverflies are not considered cryptic [12].

For models, our study focused on four common species of

Hymenoptera which are often regarded as the targets of mimi-

cry in European hoverfly communities [15], but we caught a

number of other hymenopteran species in small numbers,

which could potentially also serve as models. The lower abun-

dance and/or visibility of these species during our collection

suggests that predators too will encounter them at a low rate,

and therefore, their importance as models is likely lower than

those species that are widespread and conspicuous [35]. None-

theless, conclusions are similar when we incorporate these

rarer model species into the analysis (see electronic supplemen-

tary material, Text). We also note that the four common model

species from our study all increase in abundance during late

summer/early autumn, and that this change could potentially

affect the dynamics of the mimetic community. However, the

relationship between colour and mimetic accuracy cannot be

explained by seasonal effects, as it was observed even after

seasonal variation was taken into account.
The phenotypic correlations we have described are

consistent with a trade-off between mimicry and thermoregu-

lation, but we acknowledge that, due to the comparative

nature of this study, we have not been able to test this

trade-off directly. As we have discussed, the mechanisms

that we suggest may be responsible for the observed corre-

lation are consistent with what is known about mechanisms

of insect thermoregulation. Further work is now needed to

test the effects of colour variation on both predation and

temperature of hoverflies in an experimental setting. Com-

parison of mimetic communities from different climates

may also provide a fruitful means of examining the conflict

between mimicry and thermoregulation in more detail.
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